
 

 
Pocock Junior Handbook 

Philosophy 
The Pocock Rowing Center Junior Team is a competitive team committed to creating a culture and 
learning environment where individuals pursue and develop excellence in the sport of rowing.   As a 
member of the PRC Junior Team, your child will be encouraged and challenged to achieve his or her best 
athletic performance through age and skill appropriate athletic development, including individual and 
team competitions. 
 
Ultimately, we want every member of the PRC Junior Team to develop a love of rowing and lifelong 
physical activity and commitment to health.   We also believe that rowing teaches athletes how to 
handle challenges and learn how to overcome struggle in a positive team-oriented way. 
 
Providing athletes with the responsibility to make decisions and choices is important for their progress, 
development, and the teams cohesion. 
 
Practices 
Practices are held at the Pocock Rowing Center, Monday-Friday from 4:15-6:30pm.   Varsity crews may 
also have practices on some Saturday or Sunday mornings, as scheduled by coaches. 
 
All athletes are expected to attend regularly scheduled practices and regattas/scrimmages or 
communicate to the coach if absent.   

• Notice given within 24 hours of practice is excused 
• If there is an emergency the absence will be excused 
• If there is a no call no show or unexcused absence, the athlete will be expected to participate in 

Commitment Time 
• For all absences, excused or not, practice and selection will continue as usual. 

 
Coaches will communicate to the athletes and parents if practice is cancelled.  If practice is cancelled, 
athletes are NOT allowed to use the Pocock Rowing Center unless a coach is present. 
 
 
Illness 
We are not doctors. If your athlete does not feel well and your health and teammates’ health will be 
compromised by your presence at practice, please choose to stay home and pursue treatment.   
 
We want to practice hygiene and self-care, help take care of your teammates by staying away if you are 
ill and contagious.  Good time management is key to staying healthy. Choose to keep yourself and your 
teammates healthy by staying on top of your school work, eating well, washing your hands, treating 
your blisters, wiping down your equipment, showering, and wearing clean clothes to practice.  
 
Sleeping well and long enough has the highest correlation with athletic success than any other recovery 
method that has been measured.  It also has significant positive impacts on academic success.  Sleep is 
often the first activity to suffer when faced with social, academic, and athletic pressure.  It is very 



 

 
important to sleep as much as possible, with a minimum of 6 hours per night.  National Team athletes 
sleep 9+ hours per night. 
 
Injury 
If you get hurt, please see a professional.  If you tell us you are injured, or think you might be injured, 
you will not be boated or included in erg work.  And that is ok! Once you get a diagnosis, there is a PT 
protocol to follow before you are allowed back on the water.   
 
 
Transportation: Parking and Pick Up 
Athletes must arrange their own transportation to/from practice, local scrimmages and regattas.  Long 
distance travel is coordinated by the Pocock Rowing Center for the Whole Team. 
 
A limited number of parking spaces are available in the parking lot across from the boathouse.  Only 
park in the spots stenciled POCOCK or use the pay spots.  There is also street parking. 
 
When picking up your athlete, do NOT double park on Fuhrman Avenue.  This is incredibly dangerous 
because it creates blind spots.   Even if you are staying in your vehicle, double parking is PROHIBITED 
along Fuhrman Avenue. 
 
Communication 
Most team communication will be included in a weekly email sent on Tuesdays including: actionable 
items, details for upcoming events, and notes from the athlete’s coaches.  We will be testing the 
groupme app for group communication at regattas and for any last-minute communications. 

 
Athlete-Coach Communication 
Coaches expect athletes to communicate with them first concerning scheduling, absences, medical 
issues, objectives, and personal concerns.  Communicating with a coach, boss, professor, etc. is a skill 
that we believe is important to develop and foster successful young adults.   
 
If there is an ongoing discussion, about 2-3 weeks from when the athlete first contacts the coach, then it 
may be appropriate to have a conversation with the student, parent, and athlete at the same time to 
reach a consensus and make sure that communication is clear.   
 
Coaches will meet with parents to discuss their athlete with the athlete present, unless there are 
significant extenuating circumstances.   
 
Medical/Health Concerns 
For serious medical concerns, please contact us promptly including all relevant details.  We are happy to 
hear from both parents and athletes when safety is concerned.   
 
Academic 
If there are pressing academic concerns that are not being communicated or other extenuating 
circumstances that might require an intervention, it would be appropriate to reach out to a coach 
directly.  If it is a message that the athlete is able to send, we expect to hear from the athlete. 



 

 
  

 
 
Selection 
Selection is when coaches select a lineup for a race.  This is determined by a combination of 
physiological, technical, and ability to row with a crew as well as total speed and racing ability of a 
crew.  Selection can be emotional, with both highs and lows.  Selection allows rowers to develop skills 
no matter which side they are on.  Selection is a complex process and coaches take the process 
seriously.  Selection is about boat speed and racing, it is important to remember that the rowers value 
is as a member of the team and community, not where they sit in a boat. 
 
Substances 
Part of being an athlete is living in a healthy way, including a healthy diet, rest, and recovery.  Drugs and 
alcohol are not a part of an athlete’s life.  As such, any drug or alcohol use in any event related to Pocock 
is prohibited.  Please refer the student athlete code of conduct. 
 
Uniforms 
Team uniforms are ordered through an online distributor.  Uniforms, travel polos, and other gear are 
available through the JL Racing online store which is open throughout the year with some breaks for 
fulfillment.  When the site is open, order right away!  For other rowing gear, please contact JL Racing at 
www.jlracing.com 
 
Uniforms for Varsity and Novice Athletes: 
  Unisuit (available from JL Racing) 
   
Recommended Clothing/Gear 

§ Waterproof or water-resistant jacket 
§ Long and short sleeve tech shirt 
§ Long, close-fitting rowing pants or exercise pants 
§ Polypro/Drywick tights for very cold days 
§ Hat and sunglasses 
§ Running shoes 
§ Watch if GPS or Heartrate, Garmin and Sunto work better for rowing. 
§ Water bottle - 32oz one-way valve squeeze bottles with your name written in 

three places including the lid, in a sock to protect the boats. 
§ Training clothes (shorts must have at least a 4-inch inseam)   
§ Change of clothes is recommended especially on cold and wet days 
§ Necessary medications (inhaler, epi pen)   
§ Padlock (recommended for day use lockers to store backpacks) - please do not 

bring valuables to the boathouse 
§ A pair of slip on sandals or crocks for launching 
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1. I&understand&that&as&a&member&of&the&Pocock&Rowing&Center&Junior&Team&or&Middle&School&Club,&my&behavior&is&a&reflection&
on&the&GPRF&and&Pocock&Rowing&Center&and&I&will&behave&respectfully&and&responsibly.&

2. I&will&be&respectful&of&GPRF/PRC&coaches,&teammates,&volunteers,&chaperones&and&other&participants.&
3. I&agree&to&accept&and&carry&out&instructions&of&the&GPRF/PRC&staff,&coaches,&and&chaperones&and&report&any&problems&to&a&

coach,&GPRF/PRC&staff&member,&or&chaperone.&
4. I&understand&that&as&a&member&of&the&PRC&Junior&Team&or&Middle&School&Club,&I&am&only&allowed&to&use&the&Pocock&Rowing&

Center&facility&and&equipment&during&regularly&scheduled,&coached&practices&or&regattas.&
5. I&will&be&respectful&of&other&people’s&possessions&and&property&and&will&refrain&from&activities&that&may&damage&either.&
6. I&understand&that&I&am&financially&responsible&for&any&damage&I&may&cause&when&disobeying&rules&or&instructions&by&GPRF/PRC&

coaches,&regatta&officials,&volunteers&or&chaperones.&
7. I&agree&to&attend&and&participate&in&all&scheduled&practices&and&activities,&and&I&agree&to&communicate&scheduled&and&

unscheduled&absences&from&practice&or&events&directly&to&my&coach.&
8. I&understand&that&I&cannot&come&to&practice&if&I&did&not&attend&school&or&was&sent&home&from&school&due&to&illness;&I&will&

contact&my&coach&to&communicate&my&absence&from&practice.&
9. I&understand&that&if&I&am&sent&home&from&practice&or&a&team&event&due&to&a&violation&of&the&code&of&conduct,&it&will&be&at&

my/my&parents’&expense.&
10. I&understand&that&ANY&of&the&following&acts&are&strictly&prohibited&and&will&lead&to&immediate&disciplinary&action:&

a. Commission&of&a&felony&
b. Possession&or&use&of&any&dangerous&weapon&or&object&
c. Physical&or&sexual&assault;&physical,&sexual&or&emotional&intimidation&of&another&person,&including:&

i. Bullying:&an&intentional,&persistent&and&repeated&pattern&of&committing&or&willfully&tolerating&physical&and&
nonVphysical&behaviors&that&are&intended&to&or&have&the&potential&to&cause&fear,&harm,&or&humiliation&

ii. Harrassment:&a&repeated&pattern&of&physical&and/or&nonVphysical&behaviors&that&are&intended&to&cause&fear,&
humiliation,&degradation&or&create&a&hostile&environment&

iii. Hazing:&coercing,&requiring,&forcing&or&willfully&tolerating&any&humiliating,&unwelcome&or&dangerous&activity&
that&serves&as&a&condition&for&joining&a&group&or&being&socially&accepted&by&a&group’s&members&

iv. Emotional&Misconduct,&including&verbal&or&physical&acts,&or&online&activity&
v. Physical&Misconduct,&including&contact&or&nonVcontact&conduct&&
vi. Sexual&Misconduct,&including&sexual&assault,&sexual&harassment,&sexual&abuse,&or&any&other&sexual&

intimacies&(including&online&activity)&that&exploit&or&threaten&an&individual&
d. Use,&consumption,&buying,&selling&or&giving&away&of&alcohol,&drugs&(including&prescription&drugs&for&other&than&their&

intended&purpose&by&the&patient)&
e. Theft,&including&improper&possession&of&equipment&belonging&to&the&Pocock&Rowing&Center,&an&adult,&a&teammate&or&

member&of&another&team&
f. Destruction&or&defacing&of&property&
g. Immoral&or&disruptive&conduct,&including&disobedience&of&reasonable&instructions&of&crew&authorities&

11. I&understand&that&any$individual’s&failure&to&abide&by&these&rules&can&jeopardize&the&entire&group’s&participation.&

I understand this code of conduct and I understand that failure to abide by its rules may result in disciplinary action, including 
suspension or expulsion from participation in practices and regattas. 

 

Printed Name of Participant:         Date:    

Participant’s Signature:             
 

Printed Name of Parent (if participant is under 18):          

Parent’s Signature (if participant is under 18):          
      

POCOCK JUNIORS: Athlete Code of Conduct 


